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SELmTED EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES OF THE ARBUCKLE (OKLAHOMA) AREA 
The Arbuckle Area is rich in mineral deposits. The deposits of some min-
erals have been extracted for over tifty years while only recently others have 
proved of value. 
The region possesses iron, lad, sine, copper, ail-.er, gold, manganeae, 
and possibly- others in limited and isolated quantitie~. The non-metals of the 
region have been developed and are more important at the present time-. . Rock 
asphalt has been quarried sinoe 1890, limestone for cament since 1907, glass 
sa?Kl since 1913, and more recently dolomite to be used in the manufsct\lre of 
rock wool and !or nux for iron ore. 
\.. 
The author selected tour industries: glass sand, limestone, cement, and 
rock asphalt. The author's experience in construction work proved q¢te !>,elp-
ful in understanding the methods and eq-ui~nt used in the extractive indus-
tries. 
The production data and other statistics that might prove helpful to eoa-
petitors were withbttld by the operators; therefore, the statistics in the paia-
are. only estimates baaed upon research and personal interviews in the field. 
The author wishes to •xpre,s appreciation for l"ll of the encouragement 
and assistance given him by all of the members ot the GeograJity Department. 
Special thanks go to Professor Georges. Cortield for helpful suggestions. 
Th~s ~ due to all the,, " n engaged in. the industries with whom the author 
had the opportunity ~to di,scus their respective industries. 
Many thanks are due the library stai"! ot Oklahoma A.&. M. College, espte-
ial.l:Jr the personnel ±n the documents room, for their very valuable assistance. 
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The Arbuckle Mountains are old. They contain aome of the oldest, rocks 
. . 
ot the continent, as geologist• · trequent]Jr · cone:la~ wi\h the larger subdued 
province, the Appallachian Mountains. T~ their moderate heights, the re-
sult of eentur,iea or active weathering; eerve as conat~t, remindera of their 
I ' ~ •· i • 
fonmr glory and definitely indicate that OIU1' roots or a loftier range remain; 
the estimated height during their youth was eight thousand feet. Geologically, 
the Arbuckle Mountains are old. 
To these mountains Okl,ahoaa OIMS much; their spring-fed stremu ot cool, 
clear water became tnori.te aites tor reat .and retreahaitnt for the first people 
venturing into the region. Their proainent nature above the surrounding plaills 
served aa sign poata along trails which led further north or west. Their wat-
ers gan ref'reshaent, their scrub forest tuel, and the anug can• sate retreats 
from the llllin travel routea. Very early the Indian grew to regard the Arbuckl8 
as a benefactor. Fiah troa their streaa, an1ul. lite from their slopes., and. 
wood from their forests satisfied many of hia early desires. 
Some Indiana continued. the jourmy lllhile others, attracted by the J10un-
ta1na, remained. The ~ged area served as a favorite hunting ground and later 
grazing land long before the colling or the wh1 te man. 
Since the adntnt of the white _man, the area hu about. completed another 
cycle. White men plowed the •hallow soil and aided erosion as long aa the 
f •'" 
. , :·~CG ._ti£ cotton woulEl pay for the cultivation of submarginal Agricultural land. 
The shitt in cash crops eauseo the area to _reYert back to a gruing econ-
osy, with emphuis i?laeed on pure breeds of cattle. 
The extracti-n industries serve as an anx1Uiar., source of income for the 





The Arbuckle Mountain Area ia a aoderately eleYated plateau or table lan:l 
. . 
located in, the aoutb central pa.rt of Oklahoma. The region extends trom the vic-
inity of Boggy Depot in Atoka County in a northwestern direction across Jo~ 
Murray, and Carter Counties with a part extending northward in Pontotoc Count7 
near Ada. Longitudinally, they are about seventy milea long md have an aver-
age width o! twenty miles. 1 The area rises gradna)]y from HYen hundred feet 
of the Arkansas RiYer Valley on the northeaat and inereues in height to thir-
teen hundred and fifty feet at the western end. In realit7, the Arbuckle Area 
is an uplltt in the central lowland and is therefore coapl8 tely surrounded by 
the interior lowland. On the eouth, it is bordered by the Red River Valley BJi 
on the nat the Permian •Red Bede• o-..rlap part.a ot the upli!t. 
Tte Arbuckla Area lies bet11188n 34°201 and J4°So• north latitude. 96°30• 
west longitude fanus the gr-id boundary on the east 11hile 97°301 foru the west 
margin. The area ia f ortunat.e aa far as location is concerned as the base l.i?B 
crosses tl:e upll!t and al.so the Indian Meridian. 
Sise and Shape of Area 
The shape of the Arbuckle Area is roughly" triangular, with the longest 
side extending from northwest tp aouthwe.st, a diatance or approximately aixt.y 
mil.ea. The other two aides or the triangle~ approxilllatel.y .thirty-five llilea 
on each aide, appeare as an arm extending tram the aeuthwst ve-rtex .• 2 
The Arbuckle Area reaches into four countie~, but it ia not much larger 
1 J. A. Taft, •aeoloa of the Arbuckle and Wichita Jlc,untaina 1n Oklahoma 
and Indian Territory", Prote••ional Paper lo. 311 United States Geological. Sur-
Ye7, (1904), p. 1. 
2 ~' p. 8. 
than Pontotoc County, which baa an area of 727 square mlles.3 
3 I. G. Fitapatrick et al, "Soil Survey of Pontotoc Count;y", United 
States Department ot Agrieu1ture, Bureau ot Plant Industry, (1941), p. 1. 
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CHAPTER lI 
PHYSICAL FACTORS OF THE AREA 
Climate1 
The c1imate of the Arbuckle Area, ei.seified as continental, receives 
much influence at times from the inflowing warm moist air from the Gulf o! 
Mexico. 
Temperature 
The mean yearly tempera.ture is 6o°F, comparable to that of the month or 
April. Mean temperatures !or both July and August rises to a.bout 83°F, while 
the mean for January falls to approxillately 42°F. Thus, all months haTe aver-
ages at least l0°F above freezing. 
Averages do not give a clear picture of cl.illatic conditions in the area. 
The tempera-ture range tor the area is great. The lowest temperat.ure observed 
in the area at Sulphur was -lO°F, and the highest temperature of l2.0°F has been 
recorded at Tishomingo. The skies in the region are U8U8l.ly clear, the average 
nlllllber of clear days total one hundred and eighty-two. Ninety-four were part]T 
cloudy and eighty-nine were cloudy, but cl.oudy days do not at.feet the mining 
operations in the area. 
Even the great range in temperatures has litUe effect. upon the extrac-
tive industries. P-oesibly, the industries most affected by the climate are the 
rock asphalt end the glass sand industries. 
The climate of the area does not hinder the production ot rot;k asphalt as 
much as the climate or the market area, although similar, affects it. Rock as-
phalt cannot be used during col.d or rainy weather. Therefore, bad W8ather shalfs 
a marked decreaae in order• and indirectly affects produe'tion so the plants a1l.y 
operate around two hundred. days a year due to climatic conditions. 
1 
Cl.1Jlatic Sm of United States1 Department ot Agriculture, Weather 
Bureau, Section 43, 1930), p. 1. 
PLATE V 
STREAM EROSION. An intrenched meander. The gorge of the Wa hita river at Crusher, Okla. 
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The cllmate does hinder the production of glass sand a few da:ys a year. 
On days when the temperature falls below thirty-two degrees, gla.ss sand cannot 
be quarried because of the use of hydraulic mining methods and also the wte or 
water in bensf'ieation processes wi ich freeze · a few days o! the ,-ar. 
. . 
The rai ntall averages around .forty inches but is not equally distributed 
during the year. The monthly rain.tall varies from nine in .A.ugw,t to over thir-
teen inches in October, while the average yearly rain.tall for a number of years 
is arowid forty inches. The yearly rainfall has varied from lesa than twenty-
eight. inches in 19.39 to more than sixty inches in 194).i. 
The effect that rainfall has upon the extractiTe industries is rather 
complex. The increase of the water is helpful to some extent to the glass aand 
industry for it supplies water for their use. Excess water, however, is a det-
riment to the rock inciuatriea, because lib.en their quarries fill with water, they 
must either fill with overburden or start working at a higher level, which re-
duces the height or the face. Excess water f orcea sou operators to abandon 
quarries entirely. 
Physiography 
In Pre-Cambrian ti.m9, the region of the Arbuckle Uplift was submerged, and 
the Reagan Sandstone, the lowest Cambrian sediment, was laid down upon the erod,.. 
ed surface of the granite and porphry as a beach and off-ehore ~posit. 2 The 
Pre-cambrian land was composed of igneous rocks, but had some relief before sub-
mergence, as is shown by the uneTen depoai tion of the Reagan Sandstone with the 
igneous rocks. The area was uplifted and late Carboniferous and Cretaceoua 
rocks, deposited across it, conceal the older rocks by unconf'ormal overlap. 
2 J. A. Taft, "Prelt11,na17 Report on the Geology of the Arbuckles and 
Wichita Mountains", Protes~.ional. Paper No. 311 United States Geological Survey 
(1904) P• 38. 
8 
The Cretaceous strata on the southeast dips toward the northwest. Due to the 
processes of erosion, the older overlapping deposits are being carried my, 
giving a broader .section across the uplift. In the Arbuckle Mountains, the 
rocks rrom the middle .Cambrian, the lowest known in the region, to middle Car-
bonU'erous, which were formed previous t.o and were involved in the uplif't, are 
well exposed. 3 From Cambrian time to the middle Carboniferous period, the rcxk 
beds remained practically horizontal during successive periods of sedimentation. 
There were probably oscillations or tremors that stirred up the sediments and 
gave oeeuion for slight erosion. Hear the beginning of the Pe~sylvanian or 
near the close of the 1fisaissippian periods, the rocks of the Arbuckle Area wre 
folded and the western part ot the area wu elevated into land, probably moun-
tains. 
The Arbuckle Uplif't, despite its modest height and generally plain surface, 
represents an orogenic uplitt of 8oOO to 10,000 reet.4 The development of the 
Arbuckle Uplift is s11d lar to that of the Appalachian Mountains in the eastern 
part of the United States. In .fact, it is believed by some geologists that t.bey 
are part of the same movement.5 
The Arbuckle Uplift includes a number of low wide anticlines and corrug-
ated !'aulted synclines which together make up a broad geanticllne, the borders 
6 - . . 
of which are flexed 4ow"n. Ero•ion has . removed the rocks down to the center of 
the uplift, exposing all of the sedimentary rocks as well aa the Pre-Cambrian 
granite and porphry. Fevr pl.a.C4!1s :Oil the aurtace of the earth, where within a 
3 ~' p. JJ. 
4 N. II. Fenneman, Physiography of Eastern United Statea (1927) p. 24. 
5 C. A. iseds, "The Arbuckle Mountains 
0!9fhoaa Geological SurTey (March 1927) p. 1. 
6 Taft, op. cit., p. J8. 
of OklahOJDa", Circular No. 14, 
9 
few llilea, exhibit as many upturned and beveled-off strata as 1n the .Arbuckle 
Mountains o! Oklahoma.7 Generalized and 'fiewed as a whole, they furnish an ar:-
8 ample or an anticlinorium whose axis trends wst-northweat. 
During and following the uplift, the mount.aine so far as can be observed, 
wore down to moderate relief. During this time, thick deposits of limestone, 
conglomerates from the Silurian, and Ordovician, and Cambrian rocks toward the · 
heart of the uplift, were laid down 1n the bordering Carboniferous aeas.9 
Erosion progressed and, as already mentioned, during late Carboniferous 
time, folding and faulting occurred. Remnants ot Carboniferous conglomerates 
appear 1n the present Arbuckle plateau. The Carboniferous conglo•rates con-
ceal the whole northwestern extension of the upll!t. The Permian •Red Beds• 
rest upon this conglomerate across the extreme western end of the Arbuckle lbm-
taina. Between the deposition of the •Red Beds• during Permian time and Cre-
taceous, there is no record of sedimentation and it is preaUlled that land con-
ditions prevailed. 
The basal formation ot the lower Cntaceows lies across the south.eastern 
side of the upll!t on a IUNU"ly smooth noor c011poaed of granite. The Cretace-
ous formation, sligh~ ·inclined toward the Southeast, is contposed of the beach 
and near-ahore deposits of the Cretaceous Sea, which tranagx-eaaed northward 
probably beyond the Arbuckle Area. The nature o! these deposits and the fiat 
noor on which they rest auggeat strongly that the land upon which the Cretaoe-
oua Sea advanced baa been reduced to a penepl.ain. Rege.rdleS:S of t .he condi t.ion 
ot the Pre-Cretaceous land, it appears that eroaion reduced the rocka to a 
nearl.7 flat plain. The Cretaceous sediments dip south about forty feet per 
7 Reeds, 02. cit., p. ). 
8 Fennenum, Of• cit., p. 624. 
9 Tatt, loc. cit., P• ll. 
lO 
10 
mile, and the floor underneath them nearly aa much. The basic Cretaceous ch-
posits WJl'e rapidly eroded away to the south in the direction ot the drainage 
and the dip of the strata. 
After the Cr•tac&ous sedillents had been re1110Ted from the rock noora ot 
varying hardness, on which thq had been deposited, dil'ferential erosion pro-
duced the topographic f'orma or the Arbuckle Mountains, the parallel valleys, 
hills, and the etched plateau.11 
As the soft Cretaeeoue rocks above the Arbuckle Uplift were removed, the 
streams which !lowed in them w1 thout much obstruction toward the south deaoended 
and were imposed upon the hard roalca of the Cretaceous noor •12 Mill am Pen-
nington Creeka and Blue and Washita Rivers nre imposed upon the Arbuckle Jfoun-
tainll. till and Pennington Creeks and Blue River are near the eut&rn end of 
the upll!t and now through the area where the Cretaceoue material was last re-
lllOTed and do not now beyond the llmits of the Arbuckle Plateau.1.3 The last 
statement is on]J partially right; Jilli and Pennington Creeks now into the 
Washita Ri'f'er at the aout.hern edge of the plateau, but Blue River nows out into 
the Red River plain. Vill and Pennington Creeks and Blue River each has wide 
shallow valleys extending eouthward .in Paleozoic and Cretaceous strata with a 
very little increase in grade. Washita River .tl.awa in a lower plain before 
reaching and after eroaaing the Arbuc~e Mountains. The soft roeks were eroded 
more rapidly and the river •s forced to keep pace and the river ate a deep nar-
row gorge across the uplltt. The area ia slightly diasect.ed· and the amount ot 
relief in general is small. 
10 T. A. Taft., "Tishomingo Fol.lo", No. 981 United States Geological Sur-
'!!:Z. (1903) P• 5. 
11 ~a!t, loc. cit., p. 12 
12 Ibid, p. 12. 
lJ Ibid, p. 12 
ll 
The larger strema are clearly antecedent.14 Only two atreas originate 
and run tor any conaiderable distance acron the tol"llliltion, namely Blue River 
and Pennington Creek. The Al.all streams that originate in the formation rad-
iate in all directions. These are s~d by •prings and fed by other• until 
they reach one of the larger streams. The area as a whole haa a dendritic 
stream pattern, characteristic of regions with stmilar physiographic hiator;y. 
14 Charles E. Decker, •Physical Characteristic• of the Arbuckle Lime-
stone•, Circular No. $1 Oklahoma Geological Survey (1928) p. 9. 
CHAPTER III 
ECONOMIC HISTORY OF AREA 
12 
The Arbuckle Mountain Area ns included in lands originally ceded to the 
Choctaw Indian Nation when ;it was aoved !rom lli.Bsinippi to Oklahoma lbout 1820. 
In 1837 the Chi.ckasa:wa joined the · Choctna and when they separated, the Chica,-
sawa came into control ot all land between the Canadian River on the north and 
the Red River on the southJ weat of a line drawn northward !rca the middle to.de 
of the Island Bayou. The Arbuckle Area waa includad 1n the land claimed by' the 
Chickaeua. The Indiana, hrdng very little wse for minerals and not agricul-
turally inollned, used JllOtlt of the area tor hunting and grazing. 
Approximately sixty yeara ago, white men began to settle in the area. 
Uan;y o£ the white settlers were southerners and made their 11 ving by raising 
cotton Naturally, they turned to this crop !or a cash income. Practically all 
of the good pasture land was plowed ap and devoted to the raising of cotton. 
Although the soil o£ the uplift is generally too shallow for farming purposes, 
the post war boom immediately following the tirst World War increased the Jrice 
of cotton from forty to sixty cenj;a per pound. 
Eroeion became widespread and destroyed large areas of good pasture land. 
The ecollOllic slump eaueed .many farmers to loee their rarma. Oradnally, u a 
result., farmers mOTed out ot the area and l,argt1 _land <hQ].di.nga. were bull\ up un-
~~ . . • . l 
til today the surface or the land. has reTerted to grazing and the area · as- a 
whole haa been referred to aa •Hereford Hea-ven" because ot the large mmber ot 
. . 
pure breed cattle being raieed there. 
The nu,.nerals of the area have been exploited for about sixty- years and 
for ecoDO.Dlic reasons the plants were located on the railroads. The Gull' Colo-
rado and Santa Fe Raill"oad croned this area on the west b7 1872 and the Friaoo 
a few year8 later on the eastern part. 
l3 
Transwrtation 
The transportation net of the Arbuckle .Area is not as dense aa in the 
plains area either north or south of the area. Tlfo reuons for the lack or 
transportation routes include a , The physiography _of t.,rs area· hinders road mild-
. . 
ing, the area or·upt.umed stz'ata and deep gorges would entail the bnild:lng or 
expenei Te bridges has . retd(:ted the opening of section lines. Roads in the ansa . . 
. . 
follow the valleys and eroas the streams at fords. 
Yueh or the land ia very sparsely populated, in !act has ellghtly more 
than half the average denai ty for the state u a 'Whole.. · . 
The area can be oroued in the north-south direction without too much d.if!-
f'iculty. United States Highway No. 77, the principal highway between Kansas 
City and Dall.as, crossu the are-a south o! Davia and atf'ords easy access to the 
recreational area around Hone,.- Creek. Turner Falls is noted over the area as a 
picnic and camping resort. Price's Falls east ot High'tt'q 77 sernJS as a Bapt-
ist encampment area and ia occupied b;y conventions and youth camps during moat 
of th-e summer months. 
The area also 1a crossed by Oklahoma State Highway No. 18 .Moh makes 
Sulphur and Platt National Park available to the rest or the atate. Platt Na-
tional Park is shown for its mineral. waters, o! which the one containing sul.-
phur ia the moet odorou.a.. Then is a large public eaping ~· and people CCD11 
from all part.a of the southwest to bathe in the minaral 1r&ter. 
Oklahoma State Highway No. 99 c1'08aes the us-tern fringe of the area and 
provides the people o! the area as well aa Tishomingo and the rest o! Johnaton 
C.ounty an al.l-weathor route into Ada, the largest city of the area and princip-
al trade center. 
Oklahoma State Highway No. 12 connects Ada and Tishomingo through the 
area and provides Fitshugb., Roff' 1ilU Creek, and Troy an all-weather route to 
either Tishomingo on the sou~da on .the north. 
State Higbn.y No. 7 crosses the area in an east west direction and aarvea 
to connect the north south highways. 
Trade Centers 
The city ot Sul.phur is the only incorporated eammuni ty w1 thin t.he llnd. ts 
of the uplift. There are numerous small, one and two store, Tillages in the 
area but the larger towns and the principal trade centers are located on the 
plains at the fringe of the uplift. 
The Hearst Publications made a marketing SUl'.'"1' and ruuaed Ada on the north 
and .Ardmore on the south as the principal trade centers ot the area. Of course 
groceries and small items are bought locally, usually at the 'Village store, but 
automobiles and large iteu neh aa turnitun and clothing are bought either by-
mail or in the larger tcmus nearby. 
The trade from the Sulphur and Davis are.a goes to Ardmore llh1la the Tish-
omingo and High'fti1 12 group or hul.ats goes to Ada. 
Recreation 
A The .Arbuckle Area, with its up-turne4 ,trata ot rock•, its clear tr~er-
tine etrema and beauti.ful. colored rock formations, has long been a constant de-
light to the people or the nearby plains area. 
The city or DavJ.s, with the aid ot Uni,ted S~te• Qovemment, developed 
. . 
Turner Falla aa a park and picnic area. The f alla are in Honey Creek and are 
not wry high but to the people of :tJie plai~ area that are used to seeing ·and 
choked, sluggish streams, the · clear blue water cascading over the rocka ia a 
wonderful sight to behold. Belc,,r the f'alls • large area has been blasted out 
to provide a nilmdng hole called the "Blue Hele•; the name applied bas partic-
ular significance within the area because the blue water denoted depth. 
Turner Falls Park area is free to all and is said to be one ot the moat 
15 
beautihl. areu in the entire state. It is located on United States Highway 
No. 77 and 1a easily accenible to most o! the state. 
Other areu along Honey Creek have been developed and sene as summer 
camps for both priv•te f8111il1es and dit.terent religious organisations. Poss-
ibl:y' t.he largest denaainat1.0.pal. camp 1a located at Price'• Falla. The Price•, 
Falls encampment area belongs to the Baptist Church and is located east o! Higb-
way 7_7. 
Platt National Park, located at Sulphur, Oklahoma, at the junction ot Ok-
lahoma Higmr8l"a 18 and 7, has the distinction ot being the only National Park 
in the southcentral part of the state. 
The chief attraction of Platt Hational Park is mineral springs which are 
sjmiJar to European spas. There are thirty-one large springs within the park 
limits. Eighteen contain sulphur water, four iron, and three bromide, while 
a1z are !reah water. Camping facilltiea aa well aa the waters are free and each 
year large crowds visit the area. 
Statistical Data of the Area 
The Arbuckle .Area caaprisea the greater part of three counties: lturra;r, 
Johnston, and Pontotoc. There ban not been any statistics released for the 
Arbuckle Area alone, so any !'igures shown on the following chart or tables are 
































The colored people are engaged in agricul.tural. pursuits and very few work in 


























l Not shown becau.N of disclosure ot operations ot indirldual establlsh-
menta, •count:, Data Book", United States Bureau of Cenaua (1940) p. JlO. 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
PRODUCTION OF GLASS SAND IN ARBUCKLE AR.El 
Definition of Glass San:.i 
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One of the principal Jlineral raw materials produced in the Arbuckle Area 
includee glass sand, sometimes referred to as silica sand or melting sand to 
distinguish it from the lower grade high iron content sand used in concrete and 
in connection with sand blast. Glass aand, high in silica and low in iron con.-
tent, proves best for the making of glass. The amount of iron and other impur-
ities determine the type of glass a given sand will make. The only physical 
property that will determine the type of glass is the size of the particles. 
Large grained glass sand is used in the making of optical glass while high iron 
content and small particle sand lends itself best to the making of containers 
and plate or window glass •1 
Development of Glass Industry in Oklahoma 
In order to understand the np id development of the glass industry in Ok-
lahoma, one mU8t study the development in t he United States as a whole to de-
termine the important factors in the exploitation of glass sand deposits. The 
development or Oklahoma glass sand deposits, of which the most important and 
only area still producing lie in the Arbuckle Area, came about when fuel short-
ages appeared in the eaatern part of the united Statea.2 . ' 
With the decline of natural gas production in Ohio and Indiana, maey 
glass plan~s moved westward. 'to the ll811'l3'-disc0Tered oil"'a nd gse fields or south-
eastern Kaneu. During the period 1902 to 1905, twent7 plants were established 
l J. o. King, Superintendent of Oklahoma Silica Sand Company, Hickory, 
Oklahoma, Personal Interview {Karch 1949). 
2 W. E. Ham, 11GeoJ.ogy and Glass Sand Resources., Central Arbuckle Moun-
tains, Okl.ahoma11 , Oklahoma Geol.-.ogieal Survey Bulletin 65 (1945) p. 15. 
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in 1Cansaa and once across the line in Indian Territory (nmr Oklahoma) at Bart-
lesrllle.3 
These above mentioned plants used S$l1d from the St. Peter sandstone of 
eastern Missouri. The freight charges increased the l)Tice of the sand to ap-
proximately four times the price of the sand at the quarry. In reality the 
high price of sand was a minor ,!'actor but according to Burchard, ttThe Kansaa 
punts were subject to sand !mines, due to the !act that the producers were ao 
far from the plants and. the railroads were unable to move the material when 
needed.•4 The conditions that existed led Mr. Burchard to make the following 
statement., "Probably nowhere in the United States is there at the present (1507) 
a greater need for a local supply of glass sand than in southeastern Kansu.•5 
The unf'avorable location in regard to raw material plus the exhaustion of Kan-
au gas pools led to the decline or the Kansas glass industry. 
The number of glass plants decreased from twenty in 1905 to five in 1919, 
then to two 1n 1927, and only one in 1929. The census listed none in 1939. 6 
The few glass plants in Oklahoma would have dieappeared like the ones in Kanas 
except for the discovery of natural gas in Okl&h:oma in 1904. The inf'ant glass 
indllstry in Oklahoma rested upon two factors, namely, the abundant supply of 
natural gas and an available market for the finished product.a. The population 
of Oklahoma reached l,400,000 by 1907, thereby suppl.18d the needed market.7 
.3 E. F. Burchard, "Notao on Various Glass Sands Mainly UndeT/eloped•, 
United States Geological. Survey Bulletin 31$ (1907) p. 379. 
4 ~-, p. 379. 
5 E. F. Burchard, •01.aas S.and.a or Middle llisaiasippi Basin•, United 
States Geological Sunez Bulletin 285 (19o6) p. 46o. 
6 Fifteenth and Sixteenth Cena:us of United States (19.30 and 1940). 
7 E. E. Dale, Readings in Oklahmaa Hi.atory (1930) p. 643. 
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As the number of Kansas plants declined the number of plants in Oklahoma 
increased. In 1913 Oklahoma boasted six pl.ants, two each at Tulsa arx!. Okmulgee 
and one each at Bartlesville and Avant. Surprising as it may seem, the Okla-
homa plants obtained raw glass sand from the same source ot supply as the de-
funct Kanaas p1ants but also suffered the aame dif'.:Ciculties; namely, high prloed 
and inadequate transportation.8 
The need for a local auppl,y 9t gi..as s ~ was realized. 1lr. Frank Butt.ram 
118.de an inveatiption and pul)lished hie finding• in a report by the Oklahoma 
Geological SU1"T9y. 9 He found three areas in Oklahoma which possessed high qual-
ity- glass aa.nd; the Burgen sandstone in northeastern Oklahoma, the Trinity sand 
of the Red River Valley, and the Simpson Formation of the Arbuckle Area. At 
present, the Arbuckle Area is the only one uaed to any great extent. 
The publication of Jlr. Buttrmn•a report, coupled with economic factors, 
caused a rapid increase in the number of plants in Oklahoma, so by 1914 ninet.een 
plants operated in the state. Very little is known about the size of the pl.ants 
or the extent of their production. 
The pioneer glass and producer in the state was the Mid-Continent Glasa 
Sand Company of Roff. The first. carload of Oklahoma glua sand was shipped in 
August ot 1913. The sand was of high quality and the demand increased, so adi-
i tional plants wre added to the area.. There are now three producing plants in 
the area. 
Methods of Diacovery 
The glass sand deposits of 1he central part of the Arbuckle Area do not. 
outcrop very often, so the met.hod U8ed to discover new deposits combine both 
8 w. E. Ham, op. cit., p. 15. 
9 Frank Buttram, •The Glass Sao!s or Oklahoma•, Oklahoma Geoj.ogical. Sur-
vey Bulletin 10 (1910) p. 91. 
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geology and engineering. The geologist discovers from field trips or from 
areal photos probable locations, then sink pits or dig holes to determine the 
thickness of the deposits. 
Econollic Factors that Determine the Location of Plant 
The .following factors determine the uae.f'ulnese of sand as a glass making 
agency, The quality of the sand cl.aim8 primary' importance. Sand with less 
tho ninety-eight per cent silica or with more than three tenths or one per 
cent iron lessens the suitability for the making of glass producta.10 High 
iron content departs an objectionable color to the glua and, 1£ the color is 
not desired, the sand has to be washed to reaoTe the iron oxide. This process 
ia eal1ed bene!icatJ.on. The size of the particl es determine the price, a a slse 
detendnea the use of the glaae sand. Optical glue demands large particles 
whereas ordinar;r containers and plate or window glass require sand with amall 
11 particles. The degree of cementation also affects the price of the sand. 
If the sand 1a highl.7 cemented, dynamite breaks it from the face, which adda 
to the coat of production. 
Factors that Determine the Use:.t'ulness of Sa.nd as a Glass liald.ng Agency 
The tlse and shape or the particles of sand also determine the uae o! a 
gi"Ven deposit.. The small grain's high iron content sand is used for ordinary 
jobs, bottles, and low grade window glaas where n.aws and color are not objec-
tionable. 
Quantity 
In determining the location ot ·& g.laaa ••d qu;rry, quantity ranks secom 
onq · to quality. A deposit should consist of a thickness or at least four feet 
10 Ham, op. cit., p. 51. 
11 King, op. cit., Personal Interriew. 
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and with an areal extent large enough for continuous operations, probably" twen-
ty acres. The overburden shoul.d not be excessively thick. Its removal adds to 
the final cost o! the sand. In some cases, an overburden of twenty feet has 
been removed, but an overburden or less than ten feet ia deeirabie.12 The 
thickness of the deposit will determine the aqnt o! overburden that can be 
removed profitably. If the height of the face becomes too gi-eat, the coat ot 
lifting the sand Jnq.'exceecl the cost of the reaoval of additional overburden. 
Location 
Location ia var:, blpo:r-tant bo_th to the location o! uni ts within the plant, 
such as nearness of the quarr,y to the benefication equipment, but the nearness 
of the deposit to existing transportation routes should receive eo•ideration 
as well. The price of the sand will not warrant any excess handling and there-
.fore the plant must be located on a railroad, or if the deposit is great enough 
and the price will permit, on a aiding or spur one mile long from the main line. 
The Sulphur Silica Sand Company tried hauling their sand by truck and then load-
ing it on the freight car•~ for all the sand leaves the area by rail transport-
ation, but evident:13 the coat or handling the sand twice was tA>o great and the 
coapany no longer operates. The other three plants, located on the St. Louis 
and San Francisco Railroad, have sidings or spurs that pennit the loading ot 
the cars direct .trom the bina of the benefication plant. The benefication 
plants are so located that the sani is pumped directq from the pit to the 
plant1 therefore further cutting down handling charges. 
Water and Power Suppzy 
Since the hydraulic raoni tor system proves the cheapest method of handling 
sand., a good suppq ot pur water is needed, both for monitoring and for the 
12 r Ham., op. eit. 1 p. ~1. 
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benetic&tiqn ot the aand. Water would present a problem in some parts or the 
world auch as southern California, but in the Arbuckle Area, it beeOllles rela-
tively unimportant because.of the plentiful supp:cy for thia type of operation. 
If surface water ia not available, wells dug into the sand depoaitsuf'fice, 
!or it is a good aquiter. 
In the early days o! operation, a ateaa pulsometer described as a ateaa-
driYer pump lift.ad the sand from the SUJIIP and deposited it in the -plant. Cou 
generating the steam served as a source of ponr. low all but one or the old 
steam pumps have disappeared. Electricity claims first importance as motive 
power. 
Qua:rrying and Benefication 
All ot the pits in the Arbuckle Area are sunk in level ground, the O'ftl"-
burden is removed by scrapers or bulldozers, and the reddish el.q soil finds 
its way into waste land or into abandoned pita. The removal of large areas of 
overburden at one. ti.lie is practiced priur1ly to prevent the washing of iron 
oxide from the overburden into the pure BIIJld. or sump. 
After the sand beeOll8s exposed, the pita are deepened aa fut as possible 
to 1.nc.reaae the working face. The advantages of a deep pit include. (l} a large 
face avail.ab1e tor production, (2) reduced coat because the cost of removing 
the overburden has been met, (3) leas opportunity for eurtace iron staining, 
and (4} the quality of the sand increases at lower depths.13 Of course the 
deepening of the pit increases the cost of pumping, eo the decision rests with 
the operator to detel':llline., -.hen the coat'' of pmiping exceeds the ' cost o! remov-
ing overburden and sinking a new pit. Forty or fifty .f'eet of sand can be 
worked profitab~. One plant in the Arbuckle Area, the Millcreek Sand COJIIP81V', 
13 Ham, op. cit., P• 52. 
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operates a face sixty-seven feet high and pumps sand eighty-fiYe feet vertic-
ally from the sump to the waah houae.14 
The quarry face is attacked by hydraulic methods which employ monitors 
that force water against the face and dislodges the sand. Usually, the pres-
sure behind 1he water approximates one hundred pounda. When cementation is 
great, the operators must use explosives to loosen. ~ , amd. The loose sand 
fall• into the 8.UIIP or lake or water in, the bottom ot the pit. Then swam pd-
someters or electrically-dri 'ftn pumps lift 1 t to i:the work house. 
Benefi«.tion 
Bene!ication lends i ta name t.o the purification o£ washing of glass sands. 
The Oklahou glus sand, although high grade, b.u too much iron oxide in it for 
use in the natural state. The bene!ieat1on process in the Arbuckle Area is rel-
atively simple, as only' washing is used in two plants. The washing removes all 
of the loose clay, pyrite, and l.illonite so that after benefication, the Okla-
homa sands yield ninet7-n1ne and eight tenths per cent silica and only three 
hundredths per cent iron oxide.15 
· The crude sand from the sump is passed over screens to remove large partr-
iclea ot 11monite that in so• deposits reach the size or fiTe tenths of one 
inch to one inch. This lillloni te has a percentage or twenty eight and ninety-
16 
six hundredths per cent F2 o3• Arter screening., the sand goes "to the waah baxes 
where it is kept agitated; the greater the agitation, the more impurities will 
be :remoTed. 
The sand .from the wash boxes is taken to wet st<>l'!'age where draining for 
thirty-six to forty-eight hours takes place. The next step depends upon the 
14 H. E. Swanson, "Bene!icating of Glass Sand": Roek Producta1 Volume 
881 No. 3 (llarch 1945) p. 58. 
15 Ibid, p. 61. 
16 5 Ham.., op. cit.• p. J. 
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nature of the sand shipped. If wet sand ia desired, it is loaded into cars ard. 
the plant has finished its job. If dry' sand is desired, the eand from the drain-
ing basins runs through rotary k1ln8 for removal of the water. 
Method ot Shipment 
Glass sand is shipped exeluaiYel.y by rail. At one ti.me, only cement hop-
pen were used but, due to car shortages and increased demand for ceaant ho~ 
to haul cement, paper-lined boxcars, and tarpaul:1n-covered coa1 ears increased 
carrying facilities•• each ear haul.a llPproxillatel.Jr .titty toms. The St. Louis 
and San Francisco Railroad hauls all of the glass sand produced in Oklahoma, u 
1 t all is mined near their lines. 
Uses and Distribution 
Nearly all the glass sand from the Arbuckle Area goes into glass, although 
negligible amounts find use as abraaivea. 
The glass plants, located near natural gaa supply but using Arbuckle glaa 
sand are as !olloni 
Hazel-A tl.as Olaaa CC>J11P8.D7 Plants - At Ada and Blaekwell 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company - Henryetta 
Ball Brothers Plant at Olaaulgee and Wichita Falls, Texaa 
Liberty Glass Company - Sapulpa 
Bartlett-Collina Glass Coapany - Sapulpa 
George F. Colliu Glass Company - Sapulpa 
· Kerr Olaes c~ - Sand· ·spr1nga 
Kerl"-Hubbard Glass Company ·- Sand Springs 
Hyatt Glass Company - Poteau 
Corning Glass Compan;y - Muskogee 
Limiting Factors of Produc~ion 
Increued freight rates and shortages of cars have reduced the area that 
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the Arbuckle producers could · supply. The purchuera be.came more particular 
about the type sand they buy. Most pl.ants want large-grained sand and the t.t.rst 
plant to establish a classification plant will corner the market for a short 
time. The Arbuckle Area cannot expect market.a north or eattt of Oklahoma, due 
to !aT.orable deposits in Arlameas and lfiesouri; . but. clue to its geogr,phieal. 
location, the area, can compete 111. th the Arkansaa p.lants for the Tena and Mex-
ico trade beoauae of its shorter haul.17 In March 1949 three cars went north 
to the plants in Oklahoma ·and one car -wnt aouth ·to Jluico f'rom the Arbuckle 
Area.18 
Production Statistics and Prices 
Between 1920-.1940, annwu. production averaged 24.soo tou with a value ot 
In 1941 short~ after the Sulphur Silica Sand Company opened its pit, pro-
duction increased to 80,437 tons -valued at t12e,599.. The price of processed 
sand F. o. B. plant. wu $1.9S per ton dry and tl.65 per ton moist in 1945. 
Since then, the price increased until now it stands at $2 • .50 per ton. 19 
In 1944 Mr. Ham of the Oklahou Geological Suney eatillated the produc-
tion at 130,000 tons with a probabi~ -value of $23.$,000. Since production fig-
ures are not aTail.able, onlJ" estimates can be made. The author, using approx-
imate figures obtained .from the operators., attempts to show an increase in i:ro-
d:uction for 1946 and 1947. It is estimated that all o!the plants in the area 
ship 50 ears a week and each car ld.ll average 50 tons, ao we can say 2500 tons 
at the present price of $2.50 a ton would give us the price received from one 
l7 Ham, op. cit., p. 55. 
18 J. o. King, Loe. cit., Personal Interview. 
19 ~. Personal Interview. 
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week's production to be $6,250. For 50 weeks (a normal production year), it 
would be t312,500. 
Future of the Indwstry 
Nature endowed the area Yi th minerals or such abundance that it would be 
useless to think of immediate conaerYation measure•. Some study should be 
given to the development of the region to supply employment tor the young peo-
ple of the area llho heretofore had to leave their birthplace in order to !ind 
work. It is estimated that Oklahoma with its Arbuckle Area has enough glass 
aand to supply the world for an indefinite period or time. The area has the 
fuel and other minerals needed 1n ~velopnent of the induatry. It is naw up 




ASPHALT PRODUCTION IN THE ARBUCKLE AREA 
Asphalt is a residue from petroleum (crude oil). Petroleum is a mixture 
of carbon and hydrogen com.pounds, of which some are gases, some are liquida, 
and some are solid when separated from the other. When they are together, they-
are oils or different fiu1dity, expressed in graT1t7. The heavy part of the 
oil is called the base. The bases are one of two ld.nds,· pa.rat.fin or, a1phalt. 
Aspr.alt is therefore the heav.y part of o~, class of crude oil. The uphalts 
of commerce are derived 1n one of two wqs, by natural distillation o! the 
light. oil in the strata leaving the heavy pert only, or by distillation at the 
refineries. 
Asphalt is a black non-oxidised bitUJlinoua hydro-carbon; in the natural 
1 state it may range from a semi-fiuid to a solid. 
Dnelopnaent of the Industry 
The history ot asphalt goes back: to the ancient Egyptians. Jlumies have 
been found wrappsd in cloth illpregnated with aaphalt. This illustrates the 
life of asphalt wmn not exposed to adverse weather conditions. Other civillz-
ationa down through the ~gee haTe used it in one or more of its various uses, 
but no e.rrort will be made to give a complete history of the industry. 
The main asphalt industry wasn•t developed until after the coming of the 
automobile and the demand .for hard-8\ll"!aeed roads increased. Even after the 
demand for rook asphalt increased, the growth of the induatry us retarded by 
untri:ie prepag~ put out by" the importers. llr. Cll!ford Richardson in his 
book, "The Modern Aephalt Pavement"', deacribea Oklahoma asphalt as not auitahl:e 
1 Ray Cr°"• "Handbook of Petroleum, Aaphalt and Natural Ou", Kansaa 
City Testing Laboratories Bullet1.n 25 (1928) p. 1. 
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for road bull.ding. Mr. E.G. Woodruff' made this statement in 19.34: "Twenty-
!ive years ago., there was no asphalt produced at the refinery and nearly all 
2 of the asphalt wted came tram Trinidad.• 
An effort wu made to extract the bitumen from the rock by ll8lt1ng, but 
it was never successful in the Arbuckle Area. The first quarry operated 1n tba 
area ns under the control or Jlesaieura Ledbetter and Legrand of Ardmore Indian 
Territory and was operied just above water level in the banks of Rock Creek al:>CJut. 
1890. The quarry was located about two miles west or Schley and about eight 
miles northeast. of Dougherty, the nearest station on the Gul.f c.olorado and Smta 
Fe Railroad. The material from this quarry wu used in the surfacing of street.a 
. . J in Ardmore. 
Discovery of Depoaita 
The d.iecoTery of deposits is not illf'ieult because they are usually found 
along faults or fractures. Saae geologists believe that the asphalt which is 
in the limestone and sand$tone is the residue of petroleum which has ascended 
through fractures in the Viola limestone from the Wilcox aand which lies below. 
The Wilcox sand is the oil-bearing sand found in UllT of Oklahoma's oil f'ielda. 
The aephal t i taelf' is a tarry-like residue rciusulting f'rcn a partial decomposi-
tion ot the petroleum near the earth's surface. 
Factors that Determim the Location or the Plant 
The quality of the material is very important. Rocle asphalt is uaed aa 
a binder for crushed stone. It muat be sticky, not hard and brittle. Also, 
the bi tuminoue content of the impregnated· material· should. be high , enough to 
2 E. G .. Woodruff, . •Construction llaterial.s of Oklahoma•_, FederJl, Emer-
_geney Relief Administration Publication (1934) p. J. · 
3 c. P. Wolcott, "Directors Report and Paper on 4.apbalt and Bituminowl 
Rock Deposits", Twent,...S.cond Annual Report, Part One, United States Geolog-
ical SurTey (1901-190) p. · 2'7.3. 
bind the non-impregnated materials together. The .following table shou the 
analyais of a typical asphalt deposit of the area: 
Analysis of Typical Rock Asphalt (Dougherty) 
Bitumen soluble in cs2 
Specific Oravity 
Loaa at 160 degrees centigrade (5 hours) 
Fixed Carbon 
Quanti1;y 
6. 77 per cent 
.99 per cent 
6.]J per cent 
6.95 per cent 
A rock asphalt plant is very e,xpensi'fe to build, therefore a large quan-
tity of material should be available. The aiae ot the plant and not the ~ 
of uterial should determine the output ot the plant. The Arbuckle Area pos-
sesses a very large suppl.7. The depoaita, generally estimated to contain .from 
two to thirteen million tons, can be easily obtained.4 
Quarrying and Processing 
'fbe limestone is quarried by ordinary methodlJ, drilling shot holes and 
blasting along the face. The face 11 approximately one hundred feet in height 
and the length is atead113' increasing. The stone is loaded on Ford, one and a 
half ton, trucks with hydraulic dump beds holding about 'bfo yards and carried 
to the plant. The limestone is weighed along with the sandatone and is mixed 
in a proportion or about sixt.y-five per cent limestone and thirty-five per cent 
sand. 
The mixture is then carried to a Williama hammer 111.ll. After the rock is 
cruahed to the proper sise and mixed well, it is blended with refiners• aaptalt 
heated to over 200 degreea F8l1renheit.-' The asphalt content of this mixture, 
,. 
t.hough controlled, ~ally runs leaa than aix per cent by weight. 
4 W. E. Ham, •Field Trip Log (Ada District)", Oklahoma Geological Sur-
vey (1946) p. 6. 
5 Woodruff, op. cit., P• 6. 
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The finished composition is loaded in coal cars and hauled !our miles 
over a company-owned railroad spur by company-owned locomotive.a to Dougherty. 
The finished composition is used tor road building and surfacing over the south-
west. One time the market area was much greater, but due to high .freight rat.ea 
and car shortages during the busy season, the market has declined and very- lit-
tle is sold outside or .Oklaho-., New Mexico, .and Kansas.6 The compaey at its 
peak employed over four hunqred men and produced thirty cars of road material.a 
per day. 7 Each ear contained fifty to aeTenty tons each. At the preaent time, 
the company empl.oys about t'iro hundred me}'.l for about seven months of the year. 
Inclement weather does not ·affect the production of the material, but it does 
a!teet the market, and as it is a low cost product, it cannot absorb excessive 
handl.1ng charges. The greatest production com.ea during the summer month-a, whim 
they are handicapped because ot lack of treight cars. At this time, freight 
cara are being used to haul winter coal to the eastern part of the United St.a tee 
for winter use.8 
Production Statisti~ 
The average wage scale is eighty-five cent8 an hour for semi-ekilled and 
OntJ dollar and thirty-live centa for skilled labor, which is above the union 
scale. Although the price ot labor haa doubled and the cost of hea'VY equipment 
has increased sixty per cent, the price of rock asphalt has only incr•aaed 
titty cent.a per ton in the past fifteen ye.ars. 9 
Since the Southern Rock Asphalt C0111p8JV is the only one -of its kind in 
6 R. D. Farmer, President Southern Rock Asphalt Company, Personal Inter-
vin (March 1949). 
7 Wood.rut!, op. cit., p. 8. 
8 Farmer, op. cit., Personal Interview. 
9 ~-, Personal Interview. 
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the state, the Minerals Year Book, as well as the United StateJ Census, will 
not divulge production figures .. The value added to the area can be arrived at 
by the following method or projection. lt the p1ant produces thirty cars a div" 
and the cars average sixty tons and the plant operates twenty days per month 
!or seven months out or the year; by multiplying the nuaber of can by sixty, 
we arriTe at the number of tou produced on an average day. Multiply the num-
ber of days by the number of tons, and we arrive at th, yearly production. It 
we then multipJ.¥ by the cost per ton, .we arrive at the total year]¥ income or 
the company, which approximates one million, two hundred thousand dollars. 
Future or the Indutry 
The production or rock asphalt is declining due to reduction in orders 
or demand. Why' has the demand decreased? Asphal.t is a very sensitive index 
to the weather; when 1 t is extremely hot, it will melt and will not support 
great l.oads. On the other hand, with m.uch rain and ice, it has a tendency to 
.flake orr or work out in chug holes so that the price of maintenance is very 
great. The following chart shows the various annUAl. road maintenance cost per 
10 mile for various types of roads; 
Annual Road Kaintenance Cost Per Kile 
Concrete 
Rock A.aphalt 










Jtock asphalt is second only t.o concrete as to coat of maintenance, so its 
UM w1ll proba\)q cont>.1nU8 for aeveral years. As long as asphalt is used, the 
Arbuckle Area and the Southern Rock Asphalt Compal\Y will be an asset to the 
area. Oklahoma is one of the richest asphalt-bearing centers of the United 
10 E. B. Alderfer and H. E. Michl, Economics of American Industry (1942) 
p. 176. 
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States. The deposits are generally estimated to contain from two million to 
thirteen million tons of easily-obtained materials. In actual production, Ok-
lahoma ranks !irst in value and second in tons ot native rock asphalt produced 
in the United Statee.11 
ll Ham, op. cit., p. 6. 
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CHA.Pl'ER VI 
CEMENT PRODUCTION IN ARBUCKLE AREA 
Portland cement may be defined as an intimate mixture of pulverized lime, 
alumina, and silica burned to a point where fusion begins, and the resulting 
clinker ground to a tine powder.1 Many locations 1n the world possess deposits 
of limestone and shale that have all of the chemical substances needed to make 
Portland cement. All that is necessary is to combine the raw materials in the 
correct proportions. 
Development of. the, Industry: 
Portland cement was first made in 1824 by JoNphAapdin, a brick layer ot 
Leeds, England.2 The .new cement did not recei'Ye a readT acceptance because ot 
the amount of natural cement found 1n England. In the early fi!tiea, Portland 
cement proved its superiorit7 over natural cement, and ca\lSed the industry to 
expand rapidly. 
The increase in the Portland cement industry in the United States lagged 
behind other countries, as the first plant was not established in America until 
1872. Two reasona account for· this lag: One, we had a large supply or natural 
cement, and second, the demand for the already proved European cement 1111s so 
great that many American producers were forced to market their products under 
foreign brand names.3 
The domestic production exceeded imports in 1.396 and by 1900, Portland 
cement production exeee~ natural cement. The real defflopaent Q! the indus-
try began after 1900 and shortly after that the industry came to Oklahoma. 
l E. B. Alderfer and H. 
P• 174. 
E. Michl, Economies ot AMriean Indu!9: (19h2) 
2 !E!!, p. 17k. 
3 Ibid, P• 11;. -
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The .factors which have the greatest influence upon the location of a cem-
ent plant include the relative position o! rn materials and market, the qual-
ity of raw materials, and quantity, as well as the nearness to an adequate sup--
ply of fuel. Since raw materials are widespread, the prillary consideration o! 
placing a mill is given to the market. 
Quality of Raw 1later1als 
From the numerous tests am experiments made by the United States Geolog-
ical Survey, it has been ascertained that raw material must be or the correct 
chemical composition i! ·it is- to be' used for cement material. 
1 .. ,: 
This implies if the material used i8 limestone (Ca C0.3), it mtl!lt contain 
as small a pel:"cen~ge as possible of magnesiwn carbonate (Mg co3) under pre81!1nt 
conditions. A maximua of five to six per cent is all that can be tolerated. 
Free silica in the fora of sand or chert must be of a low percentage or com-
pletely absent. A percentage ot less than one per cent is desired. 
The Ideal° Portland Cement Company of Ada uses both limestone and shale. 
The cheud.eal composition of the limestone is quite stable but the chemical. com,. 
position of the shale varies as shown by the following table: 
A~sia' ot SylYan Shale4 
Si o2 F 2 0.3 and A12 03 Ca O Mg 0 
Sample l 42.,6 17.20 l2.S8 6.22 
Sample 2 40.8h 18.84 ]J.80 s.22 
A~ia of Viola Limestone' 
Sl o2 Fe.3 ~ A12 03 Ca 0 Ilg 0 CO2 Pb 
42 10 .10 55.08 .28 43.11 .)2 
4 A.O. Bayless, Chief Chemist, Ideal Portland Cement Company, Ada, Per-
sonal Letter, {June 1949). 
S Ibid. -
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Quantity of Raw Material 
A Portland cement plant running on dry raw materials such as a mixture o! 
limestom and shale will use approxi.nlate).Jr twenty thousand toruJ of r81f material8 
a year per kiln. This amount includes fifteen thousand toruJ of limestone and 
five thousand tons of shale. Assuming that the lillestone weighs one hundred 
and sixty pounds per cubic toot, which 18 a !air average ·weight, each kiln will 
require about one hundred and ninety thousand cubic feet or liaestone· per year. 
As clay and shale yield water, a cubic foot ot shale will not weigh over one 
hundred and twenty-five pounds, so eacli kiln will require approximately eighty 
thousand. cubic feet per yaar of clay or ahal.e.6 
A cement plant is very expensive and in order to justify the erection -of 
such a plant, there should ·be in .sight at least three million, eight hundred 
thousand cubic feet of limestone and one million,- six hundred thousand cubic 
feet of shale for each kiln.7 Although these figures may seem large, the Ar-
buckle Area has one hundred ti:Jles as much materials resting upon the surface, 
in addition to other li.Jnestone and shales that could be wsed if the need arose. 
Dr. C. E. Gould estimates that Oklahoma has enough raw materials to supply the 
whole southwest tor an indefinite period of time.6 
Location with Respect to Fuel Supplies 
The next factor ttt importance after the consideration ot quantity and 
quality- is location in respect to fuel .suppli~s. Thia factor alone gives the 
Oklahoma proclucer a distinct advantage. Eve17 barrel ~ cement ( three hundred 
_and eighty ~uuda) implies -th.at at least two hundred to three hundred pounds of 
6 E. F. Bckle, "Portland Cement Resources of Indian Territory'*, United 
States Ge<>1ogical. Sunez Bulletin 243 (190S) p. 40. 
1 L Ibid., p. '+O• 
8 L R. F. Eckl.a, op. cit., p. qO. 
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coal has been wsed in the power plant and the kiln.9 Each kiln with its cor-
responding crwsher equipment will use trom six thousa:!¥3. to nine thousand tona 
of coal per year. The item of fuel coat is therefore highly important, for in 
in the average plant, thirty to r orty par cent o.r the coat will be charged to 
coal supply. The above relationship ot plant operations cost to fuel eupply 
· ... in effect 1n i905 but since . coal :ls no longer used, °1.t would be hard to . . . 
' • ,! ' 
ti.mate the relationship · today since · the pl.ants use · natural go. Although, coal 
is no longer used either -in -the ~~her equipment or in the kilna. The local 
supply or cheap fuel obtained from the Lehigh strip pits aerved as an important 
factor in the location of the present pl.ant as well as the Choctaw Company or 
Hartshorne, in the early" days. 
Loeat.ion with Re.gard to Market 
In order for a new plant to become established in the trade, it should 
ha:ve a loca1 market area, within which it may aell on a non-competitive basis 
and have easy access to a larger though competitive •rket area.10 
In regard to the market, the celleRt plant at Ada was very fortunate for 
in 1904, when established, no other plant existed in the area and Dallas had 
the nearest plant in its trade territory. The impetus o! statehood increased 
the market and the output or the plant increased steadily ever since. 
Location 1fi th Respec.t to Transportation Routes 
Aa Portland cement is a bulky product and low in price, transportation 
rates influence its value. As all Portland cement companies use rail transpoi,-
tation exclusi•e~, the Ideal Company at Ada is well located. Three railroadlS · 
lead out of Ada; name~, the St. Louis and San Francisco, the naaouri, Kansaa 
9 E. c. Eckle, loc. cit., p. 42. 
10 ~-, p. 4h. 
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and Texaa, and the Oklahoma City, Ada, and Atoka. All of the railroads operate 
on a compet,itiw baais, which helps to keep the final coat down and aids the 
infant industry. 
Quarrying or Rn lateriab 
The llae:stone is quarried b7 ttte usua1. ·.-thod ot drilling shot holes 
above the face and exploding d;ynaaite to loosen the rock. After the loosened 
stone fall.a to the bottom of the quarry, electric-powered ahoveu load it into 
electric rail can. This quarry carries the distinction o! the only- one in 
the area which w,ea electricity to tranaport raw aaterials. The loaded care, 
powered by thirt7-fi'Y8 hone power direct-current elect.ric motora, run up hill 
to the cl"U81-r, located approximately one hundred feet above the bottoa of the 
qUlll'T7 pit.. After emptying their load, the electricit)r is cut oft, and the 
cars roll baclc by granty to the pit. Houftr, to keep t.hea troll going too 
tut, the ears use regeneratiYe breaki.Dg power. 
The cruaher which receiws the load tram the eleevic cars is a forty-
eight by seventy-two ~ jaw crw!lher. After the stone has passed through the 
primary crusher, it is then fed into a nwn.ber nine William hmlaer mill and 
loaded into freight c:oa1 ·can and carried to the plant at Ada by the Frieeo 
Rail.road. 
Prodttction Statiat1cs 
The present plant hq ~ as h~gh as t,-, thousand tons per dq. The 
prodp,etion per 118n hour.- ave~ges 4.816, tou. '1'he quarey bu a very emiable 
"-8fet7 record; they haw operated 89,856 man hours without a lost time injuey. 
This 1• a Tery~remancable record conaid.erlng that 1n 1948 the quarry UNd one 
hundred and titt;y thousand pounds ot exploaivea, prodaced three humired and 
thirty-...... n thousand tons or llaeatone, and ona hundred twent7-aeTen thouaand, 
five hundred tou ot shale, or a total of four hundred and aixt7-tour ·thoueand, 
nine hundred tons or raw material.a. Since the plant wa.s opened in 1907, elewn 
million, six hundred thousand tons of stone and three million, five hundred and 
ten thousand tons of shale have passed through the mill.ll 
Labor Conditions 
. 
The quarry employs ·about forty men, ,most of whom have worked for the com-
pany several years. Jlr. s. N. Robinson, the Assi'stant Superintendent and head 
elect'rician, has been .with the eompaey on the same job for twenty-nine years. 
The workmen belong to the United Limestone and GypsUII Workers Union and receiw 
$1.o6 to $1.25 per hour and are permitted to 110rk at least forty hours a week. 
Most of the workers live in conq>any-owned houses made of reinforced concrete. 
The rent on a !our room semi-modern house runs from six to eleven dollars a 
month, nen during the present housing shortage. Some .families use butane but 
most of them depend upon coal, furnished by the compa~ at cost. The village 
has one hundred per cent enrollment nth the Blue Cross and Blue Shield hospit-
alisation plan. A privately-owned store housed in a compan,y-owned building 
serves the community. 
Future of the Industry 
The actual production of the plant is not avail;able but Dr. E. E. Dale 
made this statement in 1930: •The Ada plant employs 425 men and produces six 
thousand barrels per day."12 
Using Dr. Dale 's figures as a check, one ean-estiJllate the q,arry produe-
··, 
tion into cement production and by the projection method, the 1948 production 
was two million, three hundred seventy-six thoW!land barrels, and according to 
ll S. N. Robinson, Assistant Quarry Superintendent, Ideal Portland cem-
ent Company, Personal Interview (March 1949). 
12 E. E. Dale, Reading in Oklahoma Hiatorz: (1930) p. 754. 
Kr. Kieth Marshall, the plant is one hundred five thousand barrels behind their 
orders at the pres•nt time.13 Therefore, this rapidly increasing d,emand as-
sures a bright future. 
13 Kieth Marshall, Secretary Ada Chamber of Commerce, Personal Inter-
new (Karch 1949). 
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CHAPTER VII 
PROOlJCTION OF CRUSHED STONE 
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Crushed stone is simply what the name implies. Massive deposits of stone 
that have been prooes$ed or .crushed to .a ~re us,ab1e ~ize or state. 
Development of the Industry 
Stone depoai.ts are not developed until the need for stone arises. Cruahed 
stone has many uses. Some 'of the greatest uses are coarse aggregate in con-
crete, filter stone in sanitation plants, ballast for railroads, and French 
drains around foundation laid in marshy places, where hardness and porosity 
are required. 
Stones have been broken and used b7 man since early history and, although 
stone is very useful, its market value is low, so no effort has been made to 
trace the development through historic time. The crushed stone industry de-
pends upon the market and will never develop until a market is born. 
Quarries have been in operation in the Arbuckle Area since before state-
hood and, as Ule population grew and the demand for better roads and different 
type buildings increased> the crushed stone industry developed also. 
Factors that Determine Plant Location 
It is extremely hard to determine which ·tactor is the most important in 
the location of a rock crusher. Some maintain that market is the primary tac-
tor, others give quality and quantity, and still others give lQoation ·1n res-
pect. to tra118portation facilities first consideration. 
Qualit7 
The qual1 ty or characteristics of the stone depend.a upon the use to which 
it is made. Stone with definite clea'V'age is not desirable for the coarse ag-
gregate of concrete but serves veneering purposes excellently. Stone with def-
inite cleavage also is not very good for filter stone or ballast. Since the 
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above mentioned uses are the most important, the quality or physical eharactel'-
istics of crushed stone should be hard, massive, with no definite cleavage 
lines. Concrete is on1y as strong as the stone used in it. The Arbuckle lime-
stone is tough, hard, and has great crushing strength. It has been used exten-
sively !oz: concrete throughout the south central part of the state. 
Quantity and MArket 
The quantity and market will determine the size of crusher needed. The 
initial outlay for even a small crusher is great and therefore, a large quan-
t1 ty of stone should be available. Quall ty and quantity are not important if 
there is no demand !or the finilhed product. If there is a demand for the pro-
duct and the plant is located away from existing transportation agencies, the 
transportation could make the price of crushed stone prohibitive. 
Much of the limestone of the Arbuckles, referred to as "rotten limestone•, 
was broken during the uplift to such emall pieces that it prevents its use for 
trimm:ing. The quantity of limestone is inexhaustible. The moat important for-
mation in the Arbuckle Area, the "Arbuckle limestone" forms the main mass of 
the Arbuckle llountaina uplift, attains a thickness of 800o feet, and covers an 
area of awroximately 350 square miles, or 48 per cent of the total area.1 
Quarrying 
Quarrying methods in the Arbuckle Area do not differ greatly .t'rom methoda 
uaed ~ ot.her patts of t!le unit•~ States.. A general discussion will be given 
and dif !erences frOll this general method will be listed. 
It is advantageous to quarz-t' limestone. from an uplift or area not hartng 
a thick overburden, for the overburden must be removed before the stone is 
cruahed ar 1n some cases, the stone ia washed to remove clay and shale which 
1 "Operating Trends", Rock Products, Volume 49, Number 2 (February 1946) 
pp 98-99. 
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are detrin13ntal to Cl"1,18hed stone used in concrete. The OTerburden, absent from 
both operating pits in the Arbuckle Area, requires no additional cost for re-
moval. 
Stone is quarried tra a sixty-toot race, deve.loped by digging into the 
aide of a large hill adjacent to the Washita River Gorge. Absence ot any o•er-
burden permits drilling ot exploai ve shot holes from above.. The holaa ~d tar 
explosives (six inches in diameter) are placed on !itteen-foot centers. Aft.er 
drilling, the holes are io.ded 1'1.th 60 per cent gelatin.. About one hundred 
holea are connected electrically and shot at once. Each shot yields about 
100,000 tons of limestone. 
Proximity to the main line of the Santa Fe Railroad prevents the use of 
c:Jiynamite at the Dolese Brothers Plant. Blasting might jar the rails loose or 
scattered debris could !all on the tracks. Dolese Brothers built. a special 
steam shovel that would bite into the faee of the hill, thus eliminating the 
need for explosives. The stone is loaded into large Euclid diesel trucks ac-
commodating 1.5 tons at a time and carried to the crusher. 
Type or Crusher Equipment Used 
There are two main types of primary crushers in ue today in the area. 
Dolese Brothers use a rotary crusher . wh11e the Raf ord Company uses a thirty-
two by forty inch jaw crusher. The Jaw crusher is preferred n<nr because it 
calls for less crushing at the face. A thirty-two by forty inch jaw crusher 
will crush a stone .nearly ~t m.8llY' inches large. Afte;r the rock passes throuwi 
the primary crusher, it is screened and sent through several secondary crushers 
and re-screened af_:ter each Cru$h1.ng. 
The Ra.ford crusher, the most modern crusher in the area, uses a seriea of 
convey-er belts and screens to obtain stone or five different sises. The size 
or the crushed stone Tariee fra one and a halt inches w,ed in asphaltic con-
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crete to •ag-stone" used as fertilizer. The crushed stone is moved by comeyar 
belts and placed in three st.orage bins and from which it ean be loaded directly 
into freight cars. 
Dolese Brothers use bucke.ts to lift the stone to storage bins where it 
can be ,].oaded i~to :Creight ca.rs •. Electricity: -~rnished by Oklahoma Gae and 
. . 
Electric Compazv supplies all of the power used at beth ,crusher plants. 
Coat and Production 
The Ra.ford P~t can prod.110e !our hundred and !itty tons per hour. 2 Th8,y 
employ approximately thirty men. The Dolese plants possibly employ a few more 
and have a slightly larger production. Since the competition is great between 
the two plants, production figures are not available. 
The price of crushed stone varies 'With the size. The following table 
giTes prices in effect March 1, 1949. 
Cost per Ton of Crushed Limestone F. o. B. Plant 
Siae 
2.1 inch 
1f inch . 11::: 












The Dolese Brothers Plant owns the houses in which the workmen live. 
They- are white shotgun-houea in good state or repair; all but three race. each . . ·: 
other along a wide lane. The rent charged is quite re.aeonable, and living con-
di ticms in the vill.age are quite good. The houses do not have running water 
inside, but each has running water on the back porch. The water comes from a 
2 Mr. W. E. ,Boyd, Superintendent Raford Stone Company, Dougherty, Okla-
homa, Personal Interview. 
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spring which is about fourteen feet above the level of the houses. 
There are twenty-five houses in the village, part of which have two roans 
and the remainder three rooms. There is a two-teac::her school and a Post Office 
in the village, but it does not boast of a store of apy kind, so many supplies 
must be bought in surrounding towns. 
The men •orking for the Ra.ford COll'lpaey all belong to the union and receive 
seventy--five to one dollar and twenty cents an hour, but they can only work 
forty hours per week. The employees of Dolese Brothers are not unionised and 
receive a slightly lower wage scale but are permitted to work aa many hours as 
they are needed. Both companies supply the sole means of support for their 
workmen. Quarrying at these two plants is full time and does not necessitate 
or .force the men to seek ,emplo,-nt elsewhere. 
Future · of the Industry 
The future of the industry will depend upon economic conditions outside 
the area. These industries have a large market area and supply most of the 
crushed stone used in Oklahoma City as well as the south central. part of the 
state. The southwestern portion of the state is supplied by the Wichita Area 
and the southeastern part by the Dolese crusher at BrOJDide or the Southwest 
Stone Campany at Stringtown, Oklahoma. The freight rate tends to disperse the 
plants and when rates get too high a. new plant is established in the expallied 
,0. r. 
market area, providing .the material is available. The only expansion the Ar-
buckle Area crushed stone plants can expeet will be growth in demand within 
their market area. Both plants are located on the Gulf Coast and Santa Fe 
Railroad and use Dougherty as the shipping center. 
Other Minerals of the Arbuckle Area) 
Iron and Manganese 
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Iron is present in all of the rocks of the Arbuckle 14.ountains, both ig-
neous and sedimentary. The deposits are small and are considered as accessory 
minerals. 
Manganese iron ore deposits were worked in 1891 and 190$. The pits pro-
duced 206 long tons oi ore, having a value of $1,174. 
Lead and Zinc 
Lead and zinc appear in the Arbuckle Mountains but in very small amounts. 
Galena crystal was reported by the Chief Chemist of the Ideal Portland Cement 
Gold, Silver, and. Copper 
Gold, silver, and copper do not occur in the region in paying quantities 
but are present along the streams. 
The pres~ce of the above mentioned minerals along with the ones dis-
cussed in this report assures the .Arbuckle Area of a very bright future. If 
the oil and gas fields on the outer boundaries of the uplift continue to pro-
duce, the Arbuckle Area may become one of Oklahoma's greatest industrial areas, 
because of its wealth of minerals and labor resources. 
3 C. A. Reeds, "A Report on the Geological and _llinera.l Resources of the 
Arbuckle Mountains, Oklahoma•, Oklahoma Geological Survey Bulletin Humber .3 
(1910) pp. SJ-67. 
Company Owned Village 
Dolese Bros. Company 
. .,, ,,_,,. •.. 
~ ..... ~~~·-<!!!... 
.,uarrying LJ.ine·stone 
Raford Stone Campany 
Crushing ~quipment- Raford Stone Cor.,rany 
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